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About Alienshibainu
AlienShibaInu is in the process of
developing several revenue-generating
platforms. Currently, these platforms
include the P2E game, Alien Shiba Inu
Exchange, ASHIA, UFO, and ASTEROID
Tokens, and the Alien Shiba Inu crew
merchandise marketplace. Each platform
will have its unique features and purposes,
but they will all be interconnected under
the umbrella of Alien Shiba Inu.

The AlienShibaInu is a peer-to-peer service-based crypto platform. Users
of the AlienShibaInu will exchange cryptocurrency for various services. We
aim to capitalize on massive amounts of market share from established
service-based industries by allowing cryptocurrency as a form of payment
and by securing the transaction for both parties through the use of smart
contracts. With its three digital tokens, this will allow the user with more
options and benefits than ever. We are aiming to utilize the power of the
cryptocurrency and blockchain to its full. In addition to this, our
AlienShibaInu ecosystem will be unique; no system targets the area of
service we are going to target.
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ASHIB Token
AlienShibaInu is a real community platform, with the most feature in the
market. Hold to our $ASHIB token and watch your money grow! By
combining the power of blockchain and cryptocurrency we created a
token that is better than any other token available in the market, with a
higher utilizes. $ASHIB is the first meme project with an actual utility on top
of the community's efforts to hold and grow. You probably already know
this, but with $ASHIB you will have higher profits than any other meme
token out there. We made it better.

$ASHIB’s long-term goal is to establish
itself as an industry leader in the
emerging Decentralized Finance sector.
The management at $ASHIB believes
that the underlying factor that will
continue to define Blockchain products is
the ability to give people and businesses
more power and control over their
finances. This is the driving force behind
$ASHIB i.e., providing a platform to the
people where they can freely utilize their
crypto assets in a fully secure, seamless,
and affordable online environment.
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UFO Token
$UFO is our secondary token of the Alien Shiba Inu
ecosystem. The $UFO token will be used to access
every aspect of the Alien Shiba Inu ecosystem. It will
serve as the underlying currency to participate in a
feature on the Alien Shiba Inu ecosystem.

Token distribution will be used to
develop the fundamental
aspects of the Alien Shiba Inu
ecosystem. As the $UFO token
will be launching on
Pancakeswap, the (pre-sale)
funds will be used to provide
lock liquidity to the platform's
liquidity pool. All liquidity $UFO
tokens in PancakeSwap will be
fully locked. Our community,
transparency, and trust are our
highest priority.
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ASTEROID
With a total supply of ONLY 100,000 tokens, it is the
digital gold of our ecosystem. ASTEROID will offer
lucrative rewards for the holders providing its liquidity.

Every time a trade is executed on AlienSwap, liquidity providers earn a 0.5%
fee proportional to the amount of liquidity they have supplied in ASTEROID
tokens. Also, by providing liquidity with your ASTEROID tokens, you’re
entitled to a predetermined share of the ASTEROID/BNB AlienSwap liquidity
pool.
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Alienshibainu Ecosystem
Alien Shiba Inu DEX
AlienShibaInu decentralized exchange is being developed as a
revolutionary approach toward the inefficiencies of the existing centralized
exchanges. It is being developed to aid in the swift trading of BEP-20
tokens while still providing traders with full custody over their tokens.

By being on the high-performing Binance
Smart Chain, the decentralized exchange
enhances ultra-fast and cheap trading for
users. AlienShibaInu decentralized exchange
solves the growing problem of centralization
in the exchange ecosystem by enabling a
direct transfer of assets by users in its
network. With its low fee structure, users can
conduct trade at a fraction of the cost of
Ethereum-based decentralized exchange
networks. The platform's upgraded technical
capabilities allow traders to complete
transactions within a few seconds without
divulging personal information to the
network's server.

AlienShibaInu is developing a decentralized finance ecosystem that allows
$UFO holders to access various decentralized services while earning more
with their tokens. $UFO holders do not necessarily have to trade constantly
to earn rewards in the community. By participating in other platform
features such as yield farming, staking, fee discounts, and Alien Shiba Inu
Launchpad, coin holders can earn rewards actively.
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Alien Shiba Inu P2E Game
Gaming should be fun. Rather than thinking about every penny you spend
and taking up all your time, wouldn't it be great to play to earn?

The Play-to-Earn business model is the latest development in the games
industry. It's a business model that embraces the concept of an open
economy and provides benefits to all players who add value by
contributing to the game world.

Play-to-earn games operate on smart contracts or blockchain programs
that execute agreements in code that meet predetermined conditions.
AlienShibaInu is also planning for a play-to-earn game that will give
players ownership of digital assets to increase value. Furthermore, gamers
can sell these digital assets on public blockchain exchanges.

Players collect NFT throughout the game and those NFT will be able to
breed, feed, play, and grow. The player will be rewarded for the gameplay.
With each new level, the player can earn more and more rewards. In this
way, they can create a passive source of income.

Alien Shiba Inu Crew Merchandise
Alien Shiba Inu Crew Merchandise will launch for the community. People
can buy this exclusive merchandise from our website with crypto currency.
Buying a real-world thing is still difficult with digital currencies. We are
providing this opportunity for our holders of $UFO to avail of a discount on
merchandise.
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